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INDUSTRIAL gears – the sturdy ones
In the INDUSTRIAL product line, our most powerful and robust planetary gearboxes, spiral
bevel planetary gearboxes, spiral bevel gearboxes and bevel helical gearboxes guarantee a
perfect performance under the toughest of demands with high torques and a long service
life.

Planetary gearboxes

Spiral bevel planetary gearboxes

Spiral bevel gearboxes

Bevel helical gearboxes

Do you have any questions?
Feel free to contact us now.

Contact us

6 added values for your benefit with VOGEL
Antriebstechnik
Wide range of products
The universal VOGEL product range with nominal output torques of between 10 and 50,000
NM offers the right solution for every requirement. Fast and efficient.

Quality and precision
VOGEL manufacturing know-how guarantees noise- and torque-optimised gearing
technology. With maximum precision, quality and durability.

Consultation and problem-solving expertise
VOGEL’s consultation and problem-solving expertise concentrates uncompromisingly on
your specific drive task with the focus on efficiency. That’s a promise.

Flexibility
Short paths and a passion for fast implementation make customer-oriented flexibility and
on-schedule availability possible extremely quickly.

Customized products
The unique VOGEL modular range combined with sound development expertise makes
customer-specific solutions possible. Fast and efficient from batch size 1.

Made in Germany
Our own state-of-the-art production facilities and a team of over 230 highly qualified
employees guarantee the greatest possible product quality made in Germany.

Find out more

We look forward to hearing from you.
Do you have questions about our products or would you like personal consultation?
You can find the right contact person for you here.
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